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Considerable recent attention has focussed on the prospects to use the cosmic microwave background
(CMB) trispectrum to probe the physics of the early universe. Here we evaluate the probability distribution
function (PDF) for the standard estimator ^nl for the amplitude nl of the CMB trispectrum both for the
null hypothesis (i.e., for Gaussian maps with nl ¼ 0) and for maps with a nonvanishing trispectrum
(nl  0). We find these PDFs to be highly non-Gaussian in both cases. We also evaluate the variance with
which the trispectrum amplitude can be measured, h^2nli, as a function of its underlying value, nl. We
find a strong dependence of this variance on nl. We also find that the variance does not, given the highly
non-Gaussian nature of the PDF, effectively characterize the distribution. Detailed knowledge of these
PDFs will therefore be imperative in order to properly interpret the implications of any given trispectrum
measurement. For example, if a CMB experiment with a maximum multipole of lmax ¼ 1500 (such as the
Planck satellite) measures ^nl ¼ 0 then at the 95% confidence level our calculations show that we can
conclude nl  1005; assuming a Gaussian PDF but with the correct nl-dependent variance we would
incorrectly conclude nl  4225; further neglecting the nl-dependence in the variance we would
incorrectly conclude nl  361.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.86.063009 PACS numbers: 98.70.Vc, 98.80.Cq
I. INTRODUCTION
Current observations of the cosmic microwave back-
ground (CMB) and large-scale structure (LSS) provide a
powerful probe of the physics of the early universe. As an
example, the near scale invariance of the primordial power
spectrum along with an upper limit to the inflationary
gravitational-wave background can be used to rule out a
few of the simplest models of inflation [1]. A measurement
of the statistics of the primordial perturbations can provide
an even more discriminating test of models of the early
universe: all canonical single-field slow-roll inflation mod-
els predict that the perturbations are observationally indis-
tinguishable from Gaussian [2,3]. Therefore any observed
deviation from Gaussianity will rule out all canonical
single-field slow-roll inflation models. However, non-
canonical single-field models [4], multifield models [5],
curvaton models [6], and models with sharp features [7] or
wiggles [8] may produce larger departures from
Gaussianity. Measurement of the level of primordial non-
Gaussianity has thus become one of the primary goals of
CMB and LSS research.
The majority of efforts to measure primordial non-
Gaussianity from the CMB have relied on an estimator
constructed from the bispectrum, the three-point corre-
lation function in harmonic space [9]. However, most
models that predict a significant level of non-Gaussianity
also predict a nonzero connected trispectrum (the non-
Gaussian part of the harmonic-space four-point function)
[10–15], and some efforts have been mounted to detect a
primordial non-Gaussian signature from the trispectrum
[10,13,16]. In this way a constraint on the trispectrum
amplitude provides unique information on a broad range
of early-universe processes such as multifield inflation
models [17], the curvaton scenario [18], inflation models
with nonstandard kinetic terms [19], and the influence of
primordial cosmic strings [20].
The level of non-Gaussianity is often quantified using
the ‘‘local model’’ through the non-Gaussianity parameter
fnl defined by Ref. [9],
ð ~xÞ ¼ ð ~xÞ þ fnl½ð ~xÞ2  h2i; (1)
where ð ~xÞ is the curvature potential and ð ~xÞ a Gaussian
random field. Current limits from the CMB/LSS constrain
the value to be jfnlj & 80 at 95% confidence level (C.L.)
[21,22]. The Planck satellite [23] is expected to achieve a
sensitivity of fnl  5.
Constraints on the amplitude of the non-Gaussian local-
model CMB bispectrum and trispectrum have very broad
implications. Although various physical processes predict
a range of values for fnl, it can be shown that all single-
field models of inflation predict [24]
fnl ¼ 14 ðns  1Þ; (2)
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where ns is the slope of the primordial power spectrum.
Current constraints to ns [25] imply that all single-field
models predict fnl ’ 0:008. Therefore, if the Planck
satellite constrains fnl to be nonzero, we will be able to
make the profound statement that all single-field models
are disfavored by the data. A measurement of the ampli-
tude of the local-model trispectrum,1 nl, may lead to an
additional test of the basic cosmological model. Recently
Ref. [26] has shown that nl respects the inequality
nl  12 ðfnlÞ
2; (3)
independent of the underlying physics. A constraint on
both fnl and nl using the CMB may appear to violate
Eq. (3) at the expense of actually violating translation
invariance [26]. Therefore, a constraint on both fnl and
nl provides a very broad test of some of the fundamental
assumptions in our standard cosmological model. Given
the wide-ranging impact of constraints on fnl and nl, it
is of great importance to report the significance of any
constraint accurately.
To date, most studies which use CMB observations to
place constraints on fnl and nl have used estimators that
are constructed to have the minimum-variance under the
null hypothesis [11,12,27]. In order to use these estimators
to place meaningful constraints on fnl and nl we must
know the full shape of their probability distribution func-
tions (PDFs) as a function of fnl, nl, and the maximum
multipole lmax of the observation. Thus, for example,
we often evaluate or forecast the standard error  with
which a given measurement will recover the true value of
fnl and nl and then simply assume that the error is
Gaussian. If so, then with nl ¼ 100, for example, a
measurement of ^nl ¼ 300 would represent a 3 departure
from nl ¼ 0, and a measurement ^nl ¼ 0 would represent
a 3 departure from nl ¼ 300. However, if the PDF
depends on the true value nl, and if that distribution is
non-Gaussian, then it may be that a measurement ^nl ¼
300 could be easily consistent with a true value nl ¼ 0,
while a measurement ^nl ¼ 0 could be inconsistent with
nl ¼ 300 with a confidence greater than ‘‘3.’’ We will
see below that something like this occurs with measure-
ments of nl.
A calculation of these PDFs is particularly important
for measurements of non-Gaussianity (as opposed, for
example, for the CMB power spectrum), because the esti-
mator is a sum over products of three (in the case of f^nl) or
four (in the case of ^nl) temperature measurements. This is
unlike the power spectrum which sums over squares of
temperature measurements. Suppose the temperature is
measured in Npix pixels. There are then N2pix terms in
the fnl estimator andN3pix terms in the nl estimator (after
restrictions imposed by statistical isotropy). While these
terms may have zero covariance, they are not statistically
independent; there is no way to construct N2pix or N
3
pix
statistically independent quantities from Npix measure-
ments. The conditions required for the validity of the
central-limit theorem are therefore not met, and the esti-
mators will not necessarily approach a Gaussian in the
Npix  1 limit.
Although previous studies have calculated the PDF in
the case of fnl [28,29], the only property of the nl estima-
tor that has been explored in the literature is how the
variance for the null case scales with the maximum ob-
served multipole, lmax [12,14,16]. In order to address how
well CMB observations can estimate nl we calculate the
PDF P½^nl; nl; lmax—the probability that a given mea-
surement with resolution lmax will return a value ^nl given
that the underlying theory has a value nl—using numerous
Monte Carlo realizations of an ideal (no-noise) flat-sky
map in the Sachs-Wolfe approximation. In order to both
generate the maps and apply the estimator to them we use a
fast-Fourier transform algorithm described in Appendix of
Ref. [29]. Lessons learned about P½^nl; nl; lmax in this
ideal case help to interpret and understand current/forth-
coming results and assess the validity of full-experiment
simulations.
Our simulations show that P½^nl; nl; lmax is highly non-
Gaussian for all values of nl, including the null case.
Additionally, our simulations allow us to derive, for the
first time, how the variance of this distribution depends on
the underlying value of nl. Neglecting this dependence,
Ref. [14] concludes that the signal-to-noise2 of this esti-
mator appears to scale as nl
2, becoming more sensitive to
non-Gaussianity for large nl than an estimator using the
CMB bispectrum. We show that the dependence of the
variance on the underlying value of nl is significant,
finding that the sensitivity of this estimator to local-model
non-Gaussianity is always weaker than that of the bispec-
trum estimator, and it approaches a constant for nl *
109=l2max.
Knowledge of both the variance and shape of
P½^nl; nl; lmax is necessary to assign proper confidence
levels (C.L.) to constraints. For example, if the Planck
satellite (lmax ’ 1500) measures ^nl ¼ 0 then at the
95% C.L. our calculations show that we can conclude
nl  1005. If we assumed a Gaussian PDF but with the
correct nl-dependent variance we would incorrectly con-
clude nl  4225. If we also neglected to include the
nl-dependent variance we would incorrectly conclude
nl  361.
1The local-model trispectrum can be defined by using Eq. (1)
with the identification nl ¼ fnl2.
2The signal-to-noise is defined to be S=N  nl=nl . In the
case of Gaussian noise with a variance independent of nl this is
a measure of the fractional error in a constraint to nl. However,
in the case of ^nl, the noise is neither Gaussian nor independent
of nl so that the quantity nl=nl is only an approximation to
the significance of a constraint on nl.
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This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we discuss
how to construct the minimum-variance estimator ^nl using
the CMB trispectrum under the null hypothesis. In Sec. III
we apply this estimator to the local model for non-
Gaussianity. In Sec. III A we present our results for the
PDF in the null (nl ¼ 0) case. Section III B presents our
results for the non-null case and gives a fitting formula for
P½^nl; nl; lmax. In Sec. IV we summarize our results.
II. NON-GAUSSIANITY ESTIMATORS
CONSTRUCTED FROM THE CMB TRISPECTRUM
A. Formalism
We assume a flat sky to avoid the complications (e.g.,
spherical harmonics, Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, Wigner
3j and 6j symbols, etc.) associated with a spherical sky,
and we further assume the Sachs-Wolfe limit. We denote
the fractional temperature perturbation at position ~ on a
flat sky by Tð ~Þ and refer to it hereafter simply as the
temperature.
The field Tð ~Þ has a power spectrum Cl given by
hT~l1T~l2i ¼ ~l1þ~l2;0Cl; (4)
where  ¼ 4fsky is the survey area (in steradians),
T~l ¼
Z
d2 ~ei~l ~Tð ~Þ ’ 
Npix
X
~
ei~l ~Tð ~Þ (5)
is the Fourier transform of Tð ~Þ, and ~l1þ~l2;0 is a Kronecker
delta that sets ~l1 ¼ ~l2. In the limit of small departures
from Gaussianity, Cl is also the power spectrum for Tð ~Þ,
which for a scale-invariant primordial power spectrum
with amplitude A (A ’ 1010) is given by
Cl ¼ 2A
l2
: (6)
The trispectrum is defined by [11,12]
hT~l1T~l2T~l3T~l4i ¼ nl~l1þ~l2þ~l3þ~l4;0T ð~l1; ~l2; ~l3; ~l4Þ; (7)
and for the local model,
T ð~l1; ~l2; ~l3; ~l4Þ ¼ Pl1l2l3l4ðj~l1 þ ~l2jÞ:þ P
l1l3
l2l4
ðj~l1 þ ~l3jÞ
þ Pl1l4l2l3ðj~l1 þ ~l4jÞ; (8)
where
Pl1l2l3l4ðj~l1 þ ~l2jÞ
 4Cj~l1þ~l2j½Cl1Cl3 þ Cl1Cl4 þ Cl2Cl3 þ Cl2Cl4: (9)
Due to statistical isotropy, the trispectrum is nonvanishing
only for ~l1 þ ~l2 þ ~l3 þ ~l4 ¼ 0, that is, only for quadrilat-
erals in Fourier space.
B. The minimum-variance trispectrum estimator
Each distinct quadrilateral ~l1 þ ~l2 þ ~l3 þ ~l4 ¼ 0 gives
an estimator for the trispectrum with some variance.
Adding the individual estimators with inverse-variance
weighting gives the minimum-variance estimator,
^ nl ¼ 2T;0
X
~l1þ~l2þ~l3þ~l4¼0
T~l1T~l2T~l3T~l4
4!3Cl1Cl2Cl3Cl4
	T ð~l1; ~l2; ~l3; ~l4Þ  2T;0hT iG; (10)
where we have subtracted off the unconnected (Gaussian)
part of the trispectrum, hT iG, and the inverse-variance is
given by
2T;0 ¼
X
~l1þ~l2þ~l3þ~l4¼0
½T ð~l1; ~l2; ~l3; ~l4Þ2
4!2Cl1Cl2Cl3Cl4
; (11)
where 2  j~lij  lmax.
III. PDF OF ^nl FOR THE LOCAL MODEL
We now restrict our attention to the local family of non-
Gaussian models [see Eq. (1)] in which the temperature
Tð ~Þ has a non-Gaussian component,
Tð ~Þ ¼ tð ~Þ þ 3 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃnlp f½tð ~Þ2  h½tð ~Þ2ig; (12)
where we have chosen the normalization nl to correspond
to amplitude of the non-Gaussian part of the Newtonian
potential four-point function.3 To zeroth-order in nl, the
power spectrum and correlation function for Tð ~Þ are the
same as those for tð ~Þ. Note that Tð ~Þ is, strictly speaking,
the temperature fluctuation, so hTð ~Þi ¼ 0 ¼ T~l¼0.
The temperature Fourier coefficients can bewritten T~l ¼
t~l þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
nl
p
t2~l
with
t2~l
 3

X
~l1þ~l2¼~l
t~l1 t~l2 : (13)
Formally, the sum goes from 1  j~l1j<1, but for a finite-
resolution map, the sum is truncated at some lmax such that
the number of Fourier modes equals the number of data
points.
Applying the estimator in Eq. (10) to the local-model
trispectrum [Eq. (8)], we obtain
^ nl ¼ 2
X
1j ~Lj2lmax
CL

X
~l1þ~l2þ ~L¼0
T~l1T~l2
2Cl1

22T;0hT iG;
(14)
where we can now write
3This differs by a factor of 5=6 the usual definition which is
given in terms of the Bardeen potential [30].
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hT iG ¼ 22T;0
X
j ~Lj>1
CL
X
~l1þ~l2þ ~L¼0

Cl1
Cl2
þ 1

: (15)
A. PDF of ^nl under the null hypothesis, nl ¼ 0
Under the null hypothesis (nl ¼ 0) we apply ^nl to a
purely Gaussian CMB temperature map. As shown in
Fig. 1, our Monte Carlo simulations find that the variance
0 of this estimator under the null hypothesis as a function
of the maximum multipole lmax included in the analysis is
well fit by a power law
20ðlmaxÞ ¼
1:74	 102
A2lmax
4
: (16)
This scaling compares well with the results of previous
work [12,14].
The simulations also allow us to calculate the full shape
of the PDF of this estimator under the null hypothesis.
Since the number Npix of measurements of the CMB
temperature map is much less than the number ( N3pix)
of terms in this estimator, the standard central-limit
theorem does not apply so that the PDF P½^nl; nl ¼
0; lmax, is not necessarily Gaussian in the Npix  1 limit.
The simulations demonstrate that the PDF is, in fact, highly
non-Gaussian as shown in Fig. 2. The asymmetry of the
PDF can be explained by referring to the expression for the
estimator in Eq. (4). There it can be seen that the estimator
is bounded from below but unbounded from above. By
calculating the PDF, P½^nl; nl ¼ 0; lmax, for several
values of lmax we find that when scaled by its variance it
takes on the universal shape shown by the black-solid
curve in Fig. 2. The PDF is well fit by the formula,
P½^nl;nl ¼ 0; lmax
¼ 1
N
8<
:
eð1=2Þjð^nl=xpÞ=pÞjn ; ^nl= xp;
eðc=
2
pÞð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð^nl=xpÞ2þc2
p
cÞ; ^nl=>xp;
(17)
where  is the variance of the estimator, given in Eq. (16),
the normalization N is given by
N  2p

nþ 1
n

þ cec2=2pK1

c2
2p

; (18)
FIG. 1 (color online). The scaling of the variance of ^nl under
the null hypothesis nl ¼ 0. Each red point shows the result of a
Monte Carlo simulation for 1000 realizations. The black line is a
fit to those simulations given by Eq. (16).
FIG. 2 (color online). The black-solid curve shows the PDF of
^nl under the null hypothesis, nl ¼ 0 for lmax ¼ 50 and calcu-
lated with 106 realizations. The red-dashed curve shows a
Gaussian PDF with the same variance. The upper panel shows
the PDF on a linear scale, the lower panel on a logarithmic scale.
When scaled by its variance, the PDF is identical for lmax ¼ 100
showing that it takes on a universal form in the lmax  1 limit.
We give a fitting formula for this PDF in Eq. (17).
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where  is the Euler Gamma function, and K1 is the
modified Bessel function of the first kind. We find that
the PDF is best fit by the parameters n ¼ 3, xp ¼ 0:13,
p ¼ 0:64, and c ¼ 0:488.
B. PDF of ^nl with nl  0
For nl  0 the non-Gaussianity in the CMB map im-
parts further non-Gaussianity to the shape of
P½^nl; nl; lmax. In addition to this, the variance has a
strong dependence on nl so that when nl and lmax are
large enough the ratio nl=nl , which approximates the
S=N of the estimator, approaches a constant value.
In order to investigate how the variance of ^nl depends
on nl it is useful to expand it in powers of nl. Given that Tl
is linear in nl and that ^nl is quartic in Tl the expansion
includes terms up to nl
2:
^nl ¼ T 0 þ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃnlp T 1 þ nlT 2 þ 3=2nl T 3 þ 2nlT 4; (19)
where each T i tiþ4l . We give explicit expressions for
the T i in Appendix.
Since only cross correlations which include even prod-
ucts of t are nonzero, the variance of ^nl is given by
h½^nl2i ¼ 20 þ nlð21 þ 20;2Þ þ 2nlð22 þ 20;4 þ 21;3Þ
þ 3nlð23 þ 22;4Þ þ nl424; (20)
where, for example, 20;2 denotes the covariance between
T 0 and T 2 and ^nl  ^nl  h^nli.
Calculating the terms that appear in Eq. (21) using
Monte Carlo simulations we find that for nl < 10
4 and
lmax < 10
4 only 21 and 
2
2 significantly contribute. The
variance is then well-approximated by
h½^nl2i 
 20 þ nl21 þ 2nl22; (21)
where 20 is given in Eq. (16) and
21 ¼
0:028
Almax
2
; (22)
22 ¼ 0:23: (23)
The results of our Monte Carlo simulations are shown in
Fig. 3.
The scaling given in Eq. (21) shows that for a large
enough lmax the variance of the estimator scales as nl
2
so that the ratio ^nl=^nl becomes constant for nl *
0:1=ðAlmax2Þ. A similar scaling is observed with the
minimum-variance null-hypothesis estimator using the
CMB bispectrum [28,29]. Neglecting the dependence of
the variance on nl, previous work [14] claimed that for
large enough nl the minimum-variance null-hypothesis
estimator using the CMB trispectrum would be more
sensitive to a local-model non-Gaussian signal than an
estimator using the CMB bispectrum with the relationship
nl ¼ fnl2. Given the dependence of the variance on nl our
calculations demonstrate that this is not the case, as shown
by the solid curves in Fig. 4.
When ^nl is applied to a map with nl  0 then the non-
Gaussianity in the map imparts additional non-Gaussianity
to P½^nl; nl; lmax. We are interested in calculating the
shape of the PDF for an experiment such as Planck which
has lmax ’ 1500. Although, in principle, it is possible
calculate the PDF for large lmax, it is computationally
demanding especially given the large number of realiza-
tions we must generate in order to explore the tails of
the distribution. The computation can be simplified since
we find the PDF is ‘self-similar’ in the sense that its
shape depends on the ratios 20=
2
1 and 
2
0=
2
2. Given
Eqs. (16), (22), and (23), this implies that the shape
depends on the combination nll
2
max.
Using this fact it is straightforward to calculate the
PDF for a moderate value of lmax (we used lmax ¼ 50)
and then scale the PDF to a larger value for various choices
of nl. We find that P½^nl; nl; lmax is well fit by the formula
used to fit P½^nl; nl ¼ 0; lmax, given by Eq. (17), with
parameters n, p, xp, and c which now depend on fnl
and  is the variance of the estimator given by Eq. (21).
In Fig. 5 we show how these parameters depend on nl
for lmax ¼ 600 (dotted), lmax ¼ 1500 (dashed) and lmax ¼
3000 (solid). We find that as nl increases the asymmetry
of the PDF increases with the power-law index of the PDF
for ^nl < nl growing from n ¼ 3 to n ¼ 4 for lmax ¼ 1500
and n ¼ 4:24 for lmax ¼ 3000.
FIG. 3 (color online). The variances 21 and 
2
2 as a fraction of
the zeroth-order variance 20. The points are the results of the
Monte Carlo simulations and the curves show the power-law fits
given in Eqs. (22) and (23).
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Our knowledge of the full shape of P½^nl; nl; lmax now
allows us to properly assign confidence limits. If a given
CMB observation with lmax yields a value of ð^nlÞobs we
assign the 95% C.L. by finding the value of ðnlÞc:l: which
satisfies the integral equation
0:95 ¼

Z ð^nlÞ
ð^nlÞobs
P½^nl; ðnlÞc:l:; lmaxd^nl
; (24)
where ð^nlÞ is the solution to the equation
P½ð^nlÞ; ðnlÞc:l:; lmax ¼ P½ð^nlÞobs; ðnlÞc:l:; lmax:
(25)
If, for example, an experiment with lmax ¼ 3000 mea-
sures h^nli ¼ 100 then at the 95% C.L., nl ¼ 100þ21064 . If
we assumed a Gaussian PDF with the nl-dependent vari-
ance given by Eq. (21) we would incorrectly conclude
nl ¼ 100þ318094 . Finally, if we also neglected to include
the nl-dependent variance we would incorrectly conclude
nl ¼ 100 92.
IV. DISCUSSION
In this paper we have shown that the PDF for non-
Gaussianity estimators using the CMB trispectrum cannot
be assumed to be Gaussian, since the number, N3pix, of
terms used to construct these estimators greatly exceeds
the number Npix of measurements. The 99.6% confidence-
level interval cannot safely be assumed to be 3 times the
68.2% confidence-level interval. We found that the PDF of
standard minimum-variance estimator ^nl using the CMB
trispectrum constructed under the null hypothesis is well
approximated by a distribution given by Eqs. (17) and (21).
This distribution is exponentially suppressed for values
^nl < nl and enhanced for values ^nl > nl, relative to a
Gaussian with the same variance. We calculated how the
parameters of this fitting formula depend on nl for lmax ¼
600, lmax ¼ 1500 and lmax ¼ 3000 as shown in Fig. 5. We
also find that the non-Gaussianity of P½^nl; nl; lmax is
greater for nl  0.
We have calculated, for the first time, how the variance
of ^nl depends on the underlying value of nl, as shown in
Eq. (21). Previous work neglected this dependence leading
to the incorrect conclusion that for large enough nl and
lmax a non-Gaussianity estimator constructed from the
CMB trispectrum would have a larger S=N than an esti-
mator constructed from the CMB bispectrum [14]. When
the nl dependence in the variance is included the S=N
of the estimator constructed from the CMB trispectrum
becomes constant for nl > 0:1=ðAl2maxÞ. As a result, the
estimator constructed from the CMB bispectrum always
produces a larger S=N, as shown by the solid curves in
Fig. 4.
FIG. 5. The scaling of the parameters for the fitting formula in
Eq. (17) with
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
nl
p
for lmax ¼ 600 (dotted curves) lmax ¼ 1500
(dashed curves) and lmax ¼ 3000 (solid curves). For nl  0 the
non-Gaussianity of the map imparts additional non-Gaussianity
to the PDF. As nl increases the asymmetry of the PDF increases
with the power-law index of the PDF for ^nl < nl going from
n ¼ 3 to n ¼ 4 in the case of lmax ¼ 1500, and n ¼ 4:24 in the
case of lmax ¼ 3000.
FIG. 4 (color online). The ratio fnl
2=2fnl using the CMB
bispectrum (black, from Ref. [29]) and nl
2=2nl using the
CMB trispectrum [blue, Eq. (21)] as a function of nl ¼ fnl2.
These ratios can be interpreted as an estimate for the S=N for a
constraint to local-model non-Gaussianity in the CMB. The
dashed curves show the scaling of the S=N without taking into
account the dependence of the variance on fnl and nl; the solid
curves show the correct S=N scaling. As in Ref. [14], from the
dashed curves we would (incorrectly) conclude that the trispec-
trum estimator is more sensitive to a non-Gaussian signal forﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
nl
p
* 40.
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These results have important consequences for future
constraints to nl measured from the CMB. As discussed in
the Introduction, future constraints to both fnl and nl may
imply wide-ranging conclusions about the physics of the
early universe. In particular, a nonzero measurement of fnl
would rule out all single-field inflation models and a
constraint to nl probes basic physical assumptions of the
early universe, such as translation invariance, by testing the
consistency relation, nl  fnl2=2 around the surface of
last scattering [24,26]. If we suppose an experiment with
lmax ¼ 3000 measures f^nl ¼ 20 and ^nl ¼ 0 then at the
95% C.L. our calculations show that we can conclude
nl  200, violating the consistency relation nl  fnl2=2
at the 95% C.L. If we assumed a Gaussian PDF for ^nl but
with the correct nl-dependent variance found in Eq. (21)
we would incorrectly find nl  1000, leading to the false
conclusion that nl  fnl2=2 is consistent with the data. If
we also neglected to include the nl-dependent variance we
would incorrectly find nl  90.
The non-Gaussian shape of the PDF of ^nl is important
even for current constraints. The current published con-
straints on nl from the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy
Probe [16,21] (lmax ¼ 600) are nl=104 ¼ 1:68 1:31 at
the 68% C.L. [16]. The error quoted in this constraint is
estimated without taking into account the full shape of the
PDF. Although our results are not directly applicable to this
case since they do not take into account several details of
the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe analysis (such
as a full CMB transfer function and the noise properties of
the observations) they do allow us to discuss how using the
correct PDF would qualitatively change the confidence
levels. For lmax ¼ 600 our calculations show that when
assuming a Gaussian PDF along with a nl independent
variance the constraint is nl=10
4 ¼ 1 0:1; the full
PDF shows the actual constraint to be nl=10
4 ¼
1þ1:61þ3:30:20:6 . This indicates that a complete treatment of the
confidence levels for the current constraint on nl is both
asymmetric and has a larger range than the constraint that
is quoted in Ref. [16].
The results presented here are made within the flat-sky,
Sachs-Wolfe approximation. As such our conclusions
should be taken as an order-of-magnitude estimate of
P½^nl; nl; lmax calculated on the full sky and with the
full transfer function (see Ref. [28] for a further discus-
sion). However, we note that a comparison between
the exact and approximate scaling of the S=N with lmax
shows the agreement to be better than an order-of-
magnitude [27].
In this paper we have concentrated solely on the non-
Gaussian local model, defined in Eq. (1). Although the
quantitative results will differ for other models of non-
Gaussianity, we expect that the qualitative conclusions
will remain unchanged. The non-Gaussian PDF for ^nl
results from a breakdown of the central-limit theorem
due to the large number of terms used in the estimator
compared to the number of independent measurements.
Therefore, the work presented here shows that estimators
for the CMB trispectrum amplitude cannot be assumed to
have a Gaussian PDF. Rather, one must carefully explore
the full shape of the PDF before assigning the significance
of any particular measurement. Similar considerations may
also need to be considered, for example, in measurements
of things like weak gravitational lensing, departures from
statistical isotropy [31,32], and the like, as the magnitudes
of many of these effects are determined in practice by the
trispectrum.
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APPENDIX: THE EXPANSION OF ^nl IN nl
Here we write down the explicit formulas for the expan-
sion of ^nl, the minimum-variance estimator using the
CMB trispectrum constructed under the null hypothesis,
as written out schematically in Eq. (19). The standard
estimator applied to the non-Gaussian local model, defined
by Eq. (1), can be written
^nl þ 2T;0hT iG
¼ 22T;0
X2lmax
j ~Lj¼2lmax; ~L0
CL

X
~l1þ~l2þ ~L¼0
T~l1T~l2
2Cl1

2
: (A1)
Noting that T~l ¼ t~l þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
nl
p
t2~l
we have
^nl ¼ 22T;0
X2lmax
j ~Lj¼2lmax; ~L0
CLfjA1j2 þ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃnlp ðA1A2 þ A2A21Þ
þ nlðjA2j2 þ A1A3 þ A3A1Þ þ nl3=2ðA2A3 þ A3A2Þ
þ nl2jA3j2g  h^nlijnl¼0; (A2)
where
A1ð ~LÞ 
X
~l1þ~l2þ ~L¼0
t~l1 t~l2
Cl1
; (A3)
A2ð ~LÞ 
X
~l1þ~l2þ ~L¼0
t~l1t
2
~l2
þ t~l2t2~l1
Cl1
; (A4)
A3ð ~LÞ 
X
~l1þ~l2þ ~L¼0
t2~l1
t2~l2
Cl1
: (A5)
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